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Future supernovae observations as a probe of dark energy
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We study the potential impact of improved future supernovae data on our understanding of the dark energy
problem. We carefully examine the relative utility of different fitting functions that can be used to parametrize
the dark energy models, and provide concrete reasons why a particular choice~based on a parametrization of
the equation of state! is better in almost all cases. We discuss the details of a representative sample of dark
energy models and show how future supernova observations could distinguish among these. As a specific
example, we consider the proposed ‘‘SNAP’’ satellite which is planned to observe around 2000 supernovae. We
show how a SNAP-class data set taken alone would be a powerful discriminator among a family of models that
would be approximated by a constant equation of state for the most recent epoch of cosmic expansion. We
show how this family includes most of the dark energy models proposed so far. We then show how an
independent measurement ofVm can allow SNAP to probe the evolution of the equation of state as well,
allowing further discrimination among a larger class of proposed dark energy models. We study the impact of
the satellite design parameters on this method to distinguish the models and compare SNAP to alternative
measurements. We establish that if we exploit the full precision of SNAP it provides a very powerful probe.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most challenging problems in modern cosm
ogy is to provide an explanation for the recently observ
accelerated expansion of the universe@1–3#. These observa
tions have reopened the quest for thecosmological constan
which was introduced by Einstein@4#, but later abandoned
@5# and infamously cited as his greatest blunder@6#. The
cosmological constant can be considered as new kind
‘‘world matter’’ @7# and be identified with the energy densi
of the vacuum@8#. Explaining and computing it in terms o
particle physics has been largely unsuccessful@9,10# because
it is very difficult to explain the small vacuum energy dens
of 102120MPl

4 within fundamental physics; typically it is ei
ther much larger or exactly zero.

In recent years, the type Ia supernovae~SNe! as standard
candles have been used to measure the distance-redsh
lation in the universe, providing evidence for an energy co
ponent in the universe that behaves like a cosmological c
stant @1–3#. This means the pressure of this componen
negative and it appears to be dark in the sense that it is
recognizable by direct observation@11#. The Supernovae
Cosmology Project~SCP! @1,3# found evidence for a positive
cosmological constant on the 99% level. These findin
seem to be confirmed if one combines the most recent
mic microwave background~CMB! radiation data from the
BOOMERanG ~Balloon Observations of Millimetric Ex-
tragalactic Radiation and Geomagnetics! @12–15#, MAXIMA
~Millimeter Anisotropy Experiment Imaging Array! @16–18#
and DASI~Degree Angular Scale Interferometer! @19,20# ex-
periments with observations of rich clusters@21,22#.

With these observations we need a deeper understan
of the cosmological constant and attempts have been ma
explain the missing energy as the energy density in a sc
0556-2821/2002/65~10!/103512~21!/$20.00 65 1035
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field, which only interacts with the other fields via gravit
This field is rolling slowly down a potential or gets trappe
in a local minimum@23–40#. Therefore the vacuum energ
of the universe becomes important for its evolution and
expansion begins to accelerate, generalizing the concep
the cosmological constant. Attempts have been made to
nect this field to fundamental physics@29,38# and resolve the
problem of fine-tuning of initial conditions@36#. The prob-
lem is that there are a plethora of models which can desc
the observed expansion, but with the current available da
is not possible to distinguish between most of them.

To improve the observational situation a satell
mission—the ‘‘SuperNovae Acceleration Probe’’~SNAP!—
@41# and other dedicated SNe surveys have been propo
@42#. This satellite may observe about 2000 SNe within tw
years and therefore increase the number of SNe by a fa
of 25. In this paper we present the details of a representa
sample of dark energy models, discuss how the use of SN
standard candles can distinguish the different models
what can be established about the equation of state of
dark energy component. Current upper bounds from SNe
servations on the equation of state arewf<20.6 @11,43,45#.
In order to reconstruct not only the constant contribution
the equation of state it is convenient to fit the SN
magnitude–redshift relation with a continuous function@44–
47,86–88#.

The main purpose of this paper is twofold: First we co
pare the quality of two different fits to the luminosit
distance—redshift relation, where we emphasize the imp
tance of a ‘‘good’’ fit in order to draw conclusion about th
quality of the experiment. Second, we analyze how SNe
servations can constrain the equation of state factor and
tent of dark energy in the universe. A whole section prese
©2002 The American Physical Society12-1
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JOCHEN WELLER AND ANDREAS ALBRECHT PHYSICAL REVIEW D65 103512
the different dark energy models which we use for this ana
sis.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we d
scribe the current situation of the SNe observations; in S
III we describe briefly the specifics of the proposed SN
satellite mission; in Sec. IV we introduce the common
studied dark energy models, the parameters we choose
them and their cosmological evolution. In Sec. V we disc
how to reconstruct the equation of state by expanding
equation of state factor as a power series in redshift an
for the expansion coefficients. In Sec. VI we discuss
impact of the experimental design and prior constraints
the matter content. Finally, Sec. VII presents alternative m
surements, before we draw our conclusions in Sec. VIII.

II. THE CURRENT OBSERVATIONAL SITUATION

In this paper we concentrate on the results of the dis
type Ia SNe observations@1–3# and we mention other indi
cations just briefly. The SCP and the High-Z Search Te
used bright type Ia SNe as standard candles. These ob
are thought to be thermonuclear explosions of carbon-ox
white dwarfs@50–52#. The correlation between the peak l
minosity and the decline rate of the luminosity of the S
@53–56# makes it possible to estimate its magnitude and w
spectral information about the host one can determine
redshift. The correlation can be quantified by the drop
magnitude 15 days after the peak luminosity is reached.
SNe observations by the SCP are calibrated using the ‘‘lo
redshift Cala´n-Tololo survey@57# which revealed that they
have an excellent distance precision ofsmag50.15 magni-
tude and therefore can, in fact, be used asstandard candles.

The apparent bolometric magnitude is given by

m~z!5M15 logdL~z!125, ~1!

with M the absolute bolometric magnitude anddL the lumi-
nosity distance, which is usually defined with distances
units of 10 pc. However, cosmological distances are m
sured in Mpc and therefore there is an additional te
5 log 105525 in Eq. ~1!. Furthermore, the luminosity dis
tance depends on the cosmological evolution and henc
the cosmological parameters and is defined bydL

25L/4pF,
whereF is the measured flux andL the absolute luminosity
of the object. The luminosity distancedL can be expressed i
terms of the coordinate distancedL(z)5(11z)r (z). As
mentioned before the CMB data of BOOMERan
MAXIMA and DASI @12–20# in combination with 2dF ob-
servations@58# indicates strongly that the universe has a fl
topology and therefore we concentrate here on flat cosm
gies where the coordinate distance is given by

r ~z!5E
0

z c

H~z8!
dz8. ~2!

In expression~1! the quantitiesm, M anddL depend on the
Hubble parameterH0. From Eq.~2! we see thatdL;H0

21 so
we can rewritem(z) in the following way:
10351
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m~z![M15 logDL25 logH0125, ~3!

where we have definedDL[H0dL . For low redshiftSNe we
can use the linear Hubble relation

m~z!5M15 logcz25 logH0125

5M15 logcz, ~4!

where we have defined the magnitude ‘‘zero point’’M[M
25 logH0125. Theoretically, this quantity can be dete
mined by the survey, but in practice this is just a statisti
nuisance parameter which is marginalized to estimate
cosmological parameters, so thatDL(z) can be estimated
without explicit knowledge ofH0 @3#. In Fig. 1 we plot the
effective bolometric magnitudemB

eff data points of the SCP
@1,3# and the Cala´n-Tololo survey@57# as well as the curves
m(z) from the theoretical models we study in Sec. IV. T
effectivemagnitude refers to the apparent bolometric mag
tude which has been corrected by the light curve wid
luminosity correction, galactic extinction and theK correc-
tion from the differences of theR- and B-band filter@3#. If
we just allow a cosmological constant, dark and baryo
matter content in the universe and assume a flat cosmol
which seems to be confirmed by recent CMB and large sc
structure observations@22,13,17,58#, the best fit values are
roughly Vm50.2820.08

10.09 and thereforeVL50.72 @3#. This is
in agreement with the analysis of the High-Z Search Team
Vm50.24 andVL50.76 @2#. The low matter density is con
firmed by several observations; by the evolution of the nu
ber density of rich clusters@59#, mass estimates of galax
clusters, either by the Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect@60# or
through measurements of the x-ray flux@21# and also the
shape of the matter power spectrum@61#. Visually, one can
hardly distinguish the different models in Fig. 1 in the sen
that they all seem to fit well. In order to be able to tell mo
we plot the magnitude differenceDm(z)5m(z)2mL(z),
wheremL is the apparent magnitude of a fiducial model w

FIG. 1. The Cala´n-Tololo ~open circles! and SCP data points
~solid circles!. The curves correspond to the theoretical models d
cussed in Sec. IV.
2-2
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FUTURE SUPERNOVAE OBSERVATIONS AS A PROBE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 65 103512
FIG. 2. The relative magnitude with respect to a cosmology withVm50.3 andVL50.7. The SNAP data points are simulated with th
cosmology. The solid triangles are thebinneddata points with error bars from the SNAP type specifications as in Table I. We have not p
the data in the redshift intervalz5020.2 for the SNAP experiment. On the left the Cala´n-Tololo ~open circles! and SCP data points~solid
circles! are not binned and in the right figure they are. The curves correspond to the theoretical models discussed in Sec. IV and
these curves is the same as in Fig. 5. The thick dot–short-dashed line is a cosmological constant model withVL50.6 and the thick
short-dashed–long-dashed line a model withVL50.8. The thick long-dashed line is the ‘‘standard cold dark matter’’ model withVm

51.0, which is clearly ruled out by the current data.
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VL50.7 andVm50.3. We show the relative magnitude
Fig. 2. We can clearly distinguish most of the models of S
IV; however, we already realize the problem with the curre
observational situation that the available data cannot re
differentiate between the particular models. If we want
distinguish the models in the future we have to be able
achieve much smaller error bars than the SCP data has. I
next section we describe the SNAP satellite project which
able to achieve this goal.

III. THE SUPERNOVAE ACCELERATION PROBE—SNAP

In order to improve the current observational situati
significantly a new satellite, the SuperNovae Accelerat
Probe—SNAP—has been proposed@41#, which will be dedi-
cated to the observation of SNe. The SNAP satellite
equipped with a 2 mtelescope with a 1h° optical imager, a
1h8 near-IR imager, and a three-channel near-UV-
near-IR spectrograph. Every SNe atz,1.2 will be followed
as it brightens and fades. The wide-field imager make
possible to find and follow approximately 2000 SNe Ia
two years, and the 1.8 to 2.0 aperture of the mirror allo
this data set to extend to redshiftz51.7. Furthermore, sys
tematic uncertainties will improve considerably compared
the current situation. The uncertainty due to the Malmqu
bias, the fact that the most distant SNe are only the ones
large intrinsic brightness and therefore represent a verybi-
asedsample in brightness, will also improve since each S
10351
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will be observed 3.8 magnitudes below peak brightness.
a large subsample spectral time series and cross-wavele
flux calibration will reduce the uncertainties from theK cor-
rection and cross-filter calibration. The Sloan Digital S
Survey ~SDSS! @62#, the Space Infrared Telescope Facili
~SIRTF! @63# observation and SNAP spectra of host gala
subdwarfs will improve the systematic uncertainty due to
Milky Way Galaxy extinction. The uncertainty due to grav
tational lensing by clumped masses will be averaged out
to the large statistics. The error due to extinction due to
dinary dust outside the Milky Way will be reduced due to t
cross-wavelength calibrated spectra. Also the uncertain
due to non-SNe contaminations will decrease. Gray dust
certainties can be addressed due to large observed reds
with z.1.4, and with broad wavelength measurements i
the near-IR. Because of the large sample size and deta
light curve and spectral information, SNAP will provide su
ficient data to measure second order effects like the un
rected evolution of the SNe. These systematic errors lea
an absolute uncertainty ofssys50.02 mag at redshiftz
51.5, while the statistical calibrated uncertainty issmag
50.15 mag which corresponds to approximately 7% unc
tainty in the luminosity distance. The redshift coverage of
SNAP satellite within two years is shown in Table I. Th
numbers in Table I are based on theobservedrates of SNe
out to redshiftz51.7. In the redshift intervalz50.2 to z
51.2 we assume that SNAP will observe a 20h° field
within two years. At high redshifts there are many more SN
ty of
TABLE I. SNAP specifications for a two year period of observations, with a statistical uncertain

smag50.15 mag and an uncertainty limit ofŝsys50.02 mag at redshiftz51.5.

Redshift interval z5020.2 z50.221.2 z51.221.4 z51.421.7

number of SNe 50 1800 50 15
2-3
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JOCHEN WELLER AND ANDREAS ALBRECHT PHYSICAL REVIEW D65 103512
but SNAP will not have the time for a spectroscopic follo
up on all of them. Likewise, at the lowest redshifts there w
be more type Ia SNe, but the limiting factor here is the s
coverage of SNAP. We use these specifications and simu
the SNAP experiment assuming a background cosmol
with Vm50.3 andVL50.7. In the simulation we assume
Gaussian distribution of the uncertainties and an equidis
sampling of the redshifts in the four ranges. We further
glected the errors in redshift, since they are expected to b
the orderdz50.002 and therefore relatively small. In Fig.
we show the results of this simulation. For plotting purpos
we bin the data points so the resulting uncertainty iss
50.02. The number of data points inonebin, Nbin , is given
by Nbin<smag

2 /ssys
2 . However, the realistic situation is a b

more tricky since the systematic error is drifting fromssys
50 at z50 to ssys50.02 atz51.5. For the discussion o
systematic errors we assume a linear drift and usessys

5zŝsys/1.5. In the right plot in Fig. 2 we also bin the SC
and Cala´n-Tololo data. One clearly recognizes in Fig. 2 th
one can distinguish some of the models with a SNAP ty
observation, while the current data does not allow any
ferentiation. In the next section we will present the dark e
ergy models we studied and then in Sec. V we will quant
how SNe observations can distinguish these models.

IV. DARK ENERGY MODELS

As mentioned in the Introduction one possibility to ge
eralize the concept of a cosmological constant is by introd
ing a scalar field which only gravitationally interacts with th
other fields. The dark energy field is supposed to slowly
down the potential or is trapped in a local minimum. Th
leads to a vacuum-dominated state of the universe wh
hence leads to an accelerated expansion. The energy de
of the field is given by its kinetic and potential componen

rf5
1

2
ḟ21V~f!, ~5!

while the pressure is given by the difference,

pf5
1

2
ḟ22V~f!. ~6!

Note that we assume that the field is homogeneous on l
scales. The proportionality factor

wf[
pf

rf
, ~7!

in the equation of state,pf5wfrf , is wf521 if the ki-
netic termḟ2/2 is negligible. This is exactly the equation o
state for a cosmological constant term. In this paper we st
the behavior of the magnitude-redshift relation, and, the
fore, we have to solve the Friedmann equation

H2~z![S ȧ

a
D 2

5
1

3 Frother1
1

2
ḟ21V~f!G ~8!
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where we have used the Planck massMPl52.44
31018 GeV as a unit,a is the scale factor of the Robertson
Walker metric androther is the total energy density of th
other contributing fields or energy components, like dark a
baryonic matter and radiation. The evolution of the dark e
ergy field is given by the field equation

f̈13Hḟ1V8~f!50, ~9!

with V8(f)5dV/df. If V(f) is approximately constant an
the other energy components are negligible, the solution
the scale factor isa;exp@AVt# and hence, the expansion o
the universe is accelerating. This is the same concept a
flation @64–66#, which also exploits the rapid expansion ra
However, in the context of the cosmological constant a
dark energy we are interested in a solution where the u
verse is vacuum dominated only in recent times and no
the early universe as in inflationary models.

There are two possibilities to neglect the kinetic ener
ḟ2/2: either the field rolls down very slow the potenti
‘‘hill’’ or it is trapped in a local minimum, which is illus-
trated in Fig. 3. On the left side we plot an exponent
potential as discussed in@25–28,31–33# which gives rise to a
slow roll of the dark energy field. On the right side we pl
the model proposed in@40# which is a potential with a loca
minimum. In Fig. 4 we show the evolution of the densiti
relative to the critical densityrc51/3H2(z) for the model
described in@40#. This example shows the generic featu
that the universe first is radiation dominated~dashed line!,
then matter dominated~dotted line! and finally becomes
dominated by dark energy just before the present day~solid
line!.

In the following discussion we present the dark ener
models we will use to test the opportunities of future S
observations. The specified parameters of the models be
all lead to H0565 km/sec/Mpc,Vm50.3 and Vf50.7,
whereVf is the relative energy density of the dark ener
component today.

Pure exponential. This potential appears naturally in com
pactified higher dimensional Kaluza-Klein theories as well
in certain supergravity models. This model was discusse
the context of a dark energy field in@25–28,31–33,73# and is
given by the potential

V~f!5V0e2lf. ~10!

For a range of parameters and initial conditions this solut
exhibits an attractive behavior whereby the field tracks
dominant component of the background cosmology, i.e. m
ter or radiation. However, in order to satisfy the observ
tional constraint of the SNe experiments the model para
eters have to be chosen from the transient, non-attrac
branch and the model needs fine-tuning of initial conditio
in our discussion we used the valuesV05102120MPl

4 , l

51MPl
21 , f(0)50.135MPl and ḟ(0)50. The magnitude-

redshift relation for this model corresponds to the thick lon
dashed line in Figs. 1, 2, and 5. Note that this model
slightly below the zero line of theL model in Fig. 2 and just
outside the 1s errorbars of the SNAP satellite.
2-4
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FIG. 3. On the left side is the pure exponential potential@25–28,31–33#, which is an example for a slow roll dark energy model, and
the right side is the exponential with a polynomial prefactor as proposed in@40#, which gives rise to a local minimum in which the field
trapped.
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Pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone boson (PNGB). This potential
can arise as potential energy of very light axions if theU(1)
Peccei-Quinn symmetry is broken@29,30,34,39#. The poten-
tial is given by

V~f!5M4@cos~f/ f !11#, ~11!

whereM is of the order of a very light neutrino mass (M
;0.001–0.01 eV) andf is the symmetry breaking scale (f
;1015–1019 GeV). For a wide range of parameters t
model can behave like a pure cosmological constant

FIG. 4. The evolution of the densities relative to the critic
density for the trapped minimum model@40#. The long-dashed line
is V r , the energy density in the radiation, the dotted lineVm , for
the matter fields, and the solid lineVf , the dark energy contribu
tion.
10351
d

does not require fine-tuning. However, we studied a para
eter branch where the equation of state factor oscillates
seen in Fig. 5. We use this particular setup because it wil
used later to illustrate a case in which the reconstruction
the equation of state could be troublesome. We usedM4

51.0013102120MPl
4 and f 50.1MPl . In this parameter

branch it is also necessary to tune the initial conditions
fulfill the observational constraints tof(0)51.184
31024MPl and ḟ(0)50. In the magnitude-redshift relatio
of Figs. 1, 2, and 5 the thick solid line represents this mod
We note the oscillatory nature of the potential is also o
served in the apparent magnitudem(z). For this choice of
parameters the model is almost ruled out already by the
rent SCP and Cala´n-Tololo data.

Cosmological tracker solutions. These solutions are a
generalization of the attractor behavior of the pure expon
tial potential @27#. The potentials have a functional form
f (M /f) and the most studied examples are the inve
tracker potential

V~f!5
M41a

fa
, ~12!

and the exponential tracker potential

V~f!5M4eM /f. ~13!

The notion oftracker solutions refers to the fact that thes
solutions evolve on a common evolutionary track indep
dent of the initial conditions@36,35#. The inverse tracking
potential is motivated by supersymmetric QCD. The co
mon feature of these models is that the density in the d
energy field at late times dominates over all the other ene
contributions and therefore the expansion of the universe

l

2-5
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JOCHEN WELLER AND ANDREAS ALBRECHT PHYSICAL REVIEW D65 103512
gins to accelerate. The cosmic coincidence problem@35# is
the fact that one still has to adjust the parameters of
model to determine the time when the dark energy com
nent begins to dominate. However, as mentioned above
initial conditions are almost arbitrary. For the inverse trac
potential we used the parametersM52.11310212MPl and
a56. In Figs. 1, 2, and 5 the inverse tracker model cor
sponds to the thick dotted line. This model seems also to
marginally disfavored by current data as evident from
right panel of Fig. 2. The only parameter to adjust for t
exponential tracker potential isM59.09310231MPl and this
model is plotted as a thin long dashed line in Figs. 1, 2, a
5 and behaves in the shown redshift range almost enti
like the cosmological constant model.

Supergravity potential. This model is inspired by super
symmetry breaking in type I string theory and supergrav
@37,38# with the potential given by

V~f!5
M41a

fa
expF1

2 S f

MPl
D 2G . ~14!

Since supersymmetry breaking should occur above the e
troweak scale and in order to avoid fine-tuning of init
conditions, the parameters of this model have to fulfill t
constraintsa>11 and M*1028MPl . These requirement
seem to lead to an ‘‘unnatural’’ way of supersymmetry bre
ing @67# but nevertheless this model is rare in that it is
least related to a fundamental theory, and recent work sh
that supergravity~SUGRA! may prevent this type of diffi-
culty @68#. For small values off the exponential in Eq.~14!
is approximately constant so at early times the evolution
haves like an inverse tracker model and has, therefore, al
advantages of the tracking solutions. The parameters
chose for our discussion areM51.61131028MPl and a
511 and the model is plotted as a thin solid line in Figs.
2, and 5. We recognize that although this model is clea
different from a cosmological constant, we cannot dist
guish this model from a pure cosmological constant with
current data.

Exponential with polynomial and rational prefactor. The
problem with the models discussed so far is that the invol
mass scales seem not to benatural in terms of Planck scale
physics. The model proposed by Albrecht and Skordis@40#
addresses this issue by multiplying an exponential poten
by a polynomial prefactor

V~f!5Vp~f!e2lf, ~15!

whereVp(f) is chosen to be

Vp~f!5A1
~f2B!a

MPl
a24

. ~16!

In the right panel of Fig. 3 we show this potential fora52.
In this example the field gets trapped in the local minimu
of the potential independent of the initial conditions, so
fine-tuning of them is necessary. In@69# it is shown that this
false vacuum state of the field is stable to quantum de
while @70# discusses the possibilities of a classical r
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through this potential. The parameters used here arl
58MPl

21 , B533.989MPl and A50.01MPl
4 . This model is

shown as a thin short-dashed line in Figs. 1, 2, and 5 and
recognize that it is completely indistinguishable from a pu
cosmological constant. It is possible to generalize the po
nomial prefactor and allow rational functions and the
might be a possibility to connect the dark energy potentia
the interaction of two separated 3-dimensional branes fr
string theory@71,69#. A promising candidate for such a po
tential is

Vp~f!5
MPl

6

~f2B!21d
, ~17!

where d regularizes the singularity atf5B. As with the
trapped minimum model this potential also has the feat
that the field gets trapped in a false vacuum state. We t
the parameters of the model to bel58MPl

21 , 5B
535.1628MPl and d50.01MPl

2 . This brane model is de
picted as a thin short-dashed-dotted line in Figs. 1, 2, an
and is also not distinguishable from a pure cosmological c
stant model. A model with different parameters but ve
similar behavior is discussed in@72#. In both models the
involved parameters are of orderO(1) in units of the Planck
massMPl . The parameterB needs to beadjustedthat the
field gets trapped in the local minimum at the right time
account for the observed density in the dark energy field
Vf50.7 today.

Two exponentials. This type of potential could arise in
string theory as a possible result of Kaluza-Klein-type co
pactification and is given by

V~f!5V0@elf1ebf# ~18!

and there isno fine-tuning problem of the initial conditions
@73#. The parameters in this model are chosen to beV0

58.23102121MPl
4 , l520MPl

21 and b50.5MPl . In @73#
other possible parameter choices are discussed. In Figs.
and 5 the model is drawn as a thin short-dashed–long-da
line and we note that this model’s apparent magnitu
evolves almost like a cosmological constant in the obser
redshift range.

Periodic potential. The common feature of most of th
models discussed so far is that the parameters have t
adjusted in a way that the dark energy component only
comes dominanttoday, which means we live in a specia
epoch. The only exception is thepure exponential@27,32#
which has an attractor behavior and follows the domin
component of the background component, which is matte
radiation. However, the pure exponential models in the
tractor branch of the parameter space are ruled out by
bang nucleosynthesis~BBN! and the SNe observations.
sinusoidal modulation of the pure exponential can reso
this problem@74# and such potential is given by

V~f!5V0@11d sin~bf!#e2lf. ~19!

There is only an adjustment of the parameters necessa
fulfill the BBN constraint and the parameters used in o
2-6
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FUTURE SUPERNOVAE OBSERVATIONS AS A PROBE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 65 103512
discussion areV052.553105MPl
4 , l54.0MPl

21 , d50.98
and b50.51MPl

21 . This model corresponds to the thic
short-dashed line in Figs. 1, 2, and 5.

In Fig. 5 we show the evolution of the equation of sta
factor wf of the dark energy component. We recognize t
most of the models have a smooth behavior, apart from
PNGB model. For this modelwf oscillates between21 and
1. We have now a fairly representative sample of dark ene
models though it seems impossible to include the rap
increasing number ofall suggested models. Two classes
models which are entirely missing in our discussion are
ones where the dark energy field is non-minimally coupled
gravity @75–77#, where the field is directly coupled to matte
@78,79# and where the dark energy field is kinetically drive
@80,81#. The reconstruction of the equation of state for the
models is discussed in@82,83#. In the following we will
show which of the presented models can be distinguishe
SNAP-type SNe observations.

V. A FIT DESIGNED TO RECONSTRUCT THE EQUATION
OF STATE

In order to distinguish between different dark ener
models we have to be able to quantify how well SNe obs
vations with a SNAP-type experiment can map out
magnitude-redshift or the luminosity-distance-redshift re
tions. There has been a suggestion to fit the luminosity
tance by a polynomial@46#. This fit is motivated by the need
of a smooth function to reconstruct the equation of st
factor of the dark energy component and by its obvious s

FIG. 5. The redshift evolution of the equation of state fac
wf5pf /rf for the discussed models. The thin short-dashed lin
the trapped minimum model; the thin dotted–short-dashed lin
from the brane inspired potential, the thin short-dashed–lo
dashed line is from the potential which involves two exponentia
the thick short-dashed line is from the periodic potential; the th
long-dashed line is from the pure exponential; the thick solid line
from the pseudo-Nambu-Gotu boson potential; the thin solid lin
from the supergravity inspired potential; the thin long-dashed lin
from the exponential tracker solution~underneathw521), and the
thick dotted line is from the inverse tracker.
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plicity. More recent work suggest to fit the luminosity di
tance by a rational function with three free coefficients@47#.
This fit has the advantage that in extreme cases it beh
like the analytical solutions for a pure cosmological const
cosmology or a completely matter-dominated univer
There have also been other suggestions with different fit
functions@48# and it may to be possible to fit directly for th
evolution of the dark energy density@49#.

The polynomial fit of the luminosity distance is define
by

dL~z!5(
i 50

N

ciz
i , ~20!

where we will truncate the power series at an appropriateN.
Since the luminosity distancedL(0)50, for all cosmological
models, we can setc050. In order to study this fit we use
the proposed dark energy models from Sec. IV and cre
data sets with the SNAP-type specifications from Tabl
with a Monte Carlo simulation. We assume that the err
dm in the magnitude are Gaussian distributed with a z
mean and a variance ofsmag. Furthermore, we impose a
equidistant sampling in redshift, which seems to be the o
mal sampling@84#, and neglect the uncertainties in redsh
space. The simulation is repeated and the fitting proced
Nstat51000 times to obtain the appropriate statistics and
find that the distribution of the coefficientsci is Gaussian.

We will now discuss how to reconstruct the equation
state factorwf from the measured magnitude or luminosi
distance. The conservation of energy in the dark energy c
ponent yields

ṙf

rf
523H~11wf!, ~21!

with H5ȧ/a5(rm1rf)/3, a21511z and the definition of
the coordinate distancer (z) in Eq. ~2! we obtain@46#

11wf5
11z

3

3VmH0
2~11z!212

r 9

r 83

VmH0
2~11z!32

1

r 82

, ~22!

wherer 8 denotes the derivative of the coordinate distancr
with respect to redshiftz. Since the coordinate distance
r (z)5dL(z)/(11z) we can calculate the derivatives from
the fit in Eq. ~20!, although we will need to quantify the
matter contentVm in order to do this. Since the errors in th
coefficientsci are Gaussian we can calculate the error in
reconstructedwf by ordinary Gaussian error propagation

dwf
2 5(

i j

]wf

]ci

]wf

]cj
s i j , ~23!

with s i j the covariance matrix of the simulated sample ofci .
In Fig. 6 we show the reconstructed equation of st

factorwf for different values ofN. The background cosmol
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-
;
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FIG. 6. The reconstructed
equation of state factorwf for the
cosmological constant model with
the theoretical value ofwf(z)5
21. In the top left panel we show
the mean values for the recon
structedwf with the dotted line
for the N53 polynomial fit, the
solid line for theN54 fit and the
dashed line for theN55 fit. The
top right panel is theN53 fit with
the shaded region representing th
1s uncertainty levels. The lower
left panel is the same plot forN
54 and the lower right panel for
N55.
o
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tical

w-
th
ogy is a cosmological constant model withVm50.3 and
VL50.7. In the top right panel we plot the mean values
the reconstructedwf . We note that for theN53 fit ~dotted
line and top right panel! the mean value does not represe
the theoreticalwf well. This is because in order to recon
struct wf we need the second derivative of the coordin
distancer (z) @Eq. ~22!#. The coordinate distance is alread
reduced by one order inz compared to the luminosity dis
tance so theN53 fit might not represent sufficiently th
evolution in r (z) to produce a second derivative inr (z)
which represents the theoretical value at least roughly.
10351
f
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e

N54 ~solid line! andN55 ~dashed line! fit, however, repro-
duce, at least in the relevant redshift range, the theore
value of wf to a satisfactory level. TheN55 fit naturally
reproduces thewf better than theN54 fit; however, the
error bars for theN55 fit ~lower right panel! are much larger
then for theN54 fit ~lower left panel!. A fourth order poly-
nomial, therefore, yields the best reconstruction forwf with
the SNAP-type specifications from Table I. We note, ho
ever, from the lower left panel in Fig. 6 that for the four
order polynomial fit we can only reproducewf in the re-
quired range if21.3,wf,20.7 at the 1s level.
e

t

FIG. 7. The fit from Eq.~25!
for the periodic potential as the
cosmological background. We
plot the fitteddL

fit with respect to
the theoretical luminosity distanc
dL in percent~%!. The dotted line
is the N50 fit, the solid line the
N51 fit and the dashed line the
N52 fit. The left panel is the one
with Vm50.3 as a prior and the
right one has just the constrain
that 0<Vm<1.
2-8
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As we saw in Sec. IV it seems nearly impossible to ma
any predictions about the equation of state factorwf with the
SNAP-type specifications. However, the problem could
the polynomial fit andnot the SNAP experiment. If we as
sume, for example, a constantwf and try to reconstruct it
with a polynomial fit of the luminosity distance, we ca
show analytically thatno finite order polynomial can do this
exactly. Even in the extreme case of just a pure cosmolog
constant model withVL51 or the SCDM model withVm
51 the polynomial cannot fit it exactly. This problem wa
recognized in@46# and they suggested to use Pade´ approxi-
mants or even splines. In@47# a rational function is used
which at least allows that the extreme cases ofVL51 and
Vm51 to be fitted with an exact relation. This method h
been improved due to the introduction of a more complica
rational function with more free parameters@85#. A problem
with all these reconstruction methods is that we need
matter densityVm as another input parameter, as seen in
ca

n

um

m
th
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o
o

W
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nt

a
a
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~22!. A further problem is that in order to reconstructwf we
have to calculatesecondorder derivatives inr (z) which will,
in general, increase the error bars on the reconstructed e
tion of state factor. We propose a fit which has been d
cussed recently@86–88# allowing one to read off the equa
tion of state factor directly withno reconstruction as in Eq
~22! and also includes the possibility to fit forVm in a more
natural way.

We expand the equation of state factor into its reds
evolution

wf5(
i 50

N

wi~11z! i , ~24!

where we chose the expansion in (11z) for computational
convenience. With this expansion and Eqs.~2! and ~21! we
obtain the luminosity distance in a flat universe:
dL
fit~z!5

c~11z!

H0
E

0

z ~11z8!23/2

AVm1Vf~11z8!3w0expH 3(
i 51

N wi

i
@~11z8! i21#J

dz8, ~25!
on
by

s,
the
with Vf512Vm. We note that forwi50 for i>1 andw0
521 we obtain the standard result for the cosmologi
constant. In the following discussion we takeVm50.3 fixed
and later we examine the fit with different prior informatio
on Vm.

The fit is done by minimizing thex2 function

x2~$wi%!5 (
k50

Nz FdL~zk!2dL
fit~zk!

ddL~zk!
G2

, ~26!

with ddL(zk)5smagdL(zk)ln(10/5), the uncertainties in
dL(z) as the weight on the particular data points. The s
runs over the whole redshift range from Table I, withNz the
overall number of measurement redshifts. Again we assu
that the redshift range is split into equidistant samples in
four ranges from Table I. We minimize this rather comp
cated expression with theMINUIT routine from the CERN
program library which also delivers the covariance matrix
the parameters. In Fig. 7 we plot the fit for different values
N for the periodic potential as the dark energy model.
choose this model because we see in Fig. 5 that the equ
of state factor for this model is evolving within the releva
range. For a cosmological constant model a fit withN50
should be the best, because it is exact and we do not gain
information by going to higher order. In Fig. 7 we note th
the N50 fit, with x2'31, is a relatively poor fit of the
theoretical values if we set a prior ofVm50.3 ~left panel!.
The first order results in a satisfactory fit withx2'0.47 and
N52 improves this result only slightly, withx257.3
31023. So in order to study the luminosity distancedL the
l

e
e

n
f
e
ion

ny
t

first order fit seems to be sufficient. If we release the prior
Vm and just constrain the matter contents of the universe
0<Vm<1 theN51 andN52 fit are indistinguishable and
fit reasonably well. It appears that thewf fit @Eq. 25# leads to
more accurate results than the polynomial fit@Eq. 20# with
less free parameters.

In Fig. 8 we plot the relative accuracy of the different fit
for an unweighted sampling points. We recognize that

FIG. 8. Relative accuracy of the rational fit~dotted line!, the
quadratic and cubic polynomial fit~dashed line! and the linear and
quadraticw expansion~solid line!. The cosmology is taken from the
periodic potential.
2-9
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FIG. 9. The relative magnitude
plots for theN50 fit in the left
panel and theN51 fit in the right
panel. The light gray lines are th
theoretical values and the dar
lines are the fitted results. The lin
styles are the same as in Fig. 5.
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cubic polynomial and quadraticw expansion lead to the bes
fit. This results holds also if we use the weights from t
SNAP specifications. We performed this comparison for
SUGRA and the periodic potential models as well as fo
toy model @88#. For the cosmological constant th
w-expansion results by construction to the best results
cause the fit is ‘‘exact.’’ We expect that this behavior holds
well for the nearly constant models, like the two expone
tials model.

In Fig. 9 we plot the results of the constant,N50, fit and
the linear,N51, fit for a few samples of dark energy mode
that we have discussed~black lines! and their theoretical val-
ues ~gray lines!. We note that for the models which do n
evolve much, such as the inverse tracker~dotted line! and the
pure exponential~long-dashed line!, the constant fit seems t
be sufficient. However, for the SUGRA model~thin solid
line! and the periodic potential~short-dashed line! only the
first order fit is acceptable. Note that both orders are no
good enough fit to the PNGB model~thick solid line!.

In the following we will discuss the resultingwf(z) from
the fit. First, we have to know the error matrix which
calculated as the inverse of the second derivative of thex2

function at its minimum

s i j
215

]2x2~$wi%!

]wi]wj
U
$wi , j 5w

i , j
min%

, ~27!

which is a valid approximation if thex2 function has an
approximately parabolic shape around its minimum.MINUIT

also calculates the marginalized errors on the parameter
calculating the values of the parameters forxmin

2 1Dx2 with
Dx251. We used both methods and found that they g
consistent results. The errors onwf are then given by Gauss
ian error propagation

dwf
2 5(

i j

]wf

]wi

]wf

]wj
s i j 5(

i j
~11z! i 1 js i j . ~28!

In Fig. 10 we plot the resultingwf for different ordersN
of the fit in Eq. ~25! with the periodic potential as back
ground cosmology. In the top left panel we plot the me
values and the theoretical curve~thin dotted line!. The
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dashed line is for theN50 fit and we recognize that awf

5w05const fit cannot reproduce the evolving model. T
N51 fit ~solid line! already represents some evolution,
for z.0.6 the fit becomes fairly poor. The dashed line is t
quadratic,N52, fit, which leads to a better result than th
linear fit. In the top right panel we show the constant,N
50 fit, with its very small error bars, in the lower left pan
we show theN51 fit and in the lower right panel we show
the N52 fit with the error bars. We recognize that the err
bars for theN51 andN52 fit are roughly on the same leve
for z,0.7, but then the error bars of theN52 fit increase
rapidly. In general the error bars on theN51 fit are smaller
then the ones on theN52 fit, since there are less degrees
freedom.

In Fig. 11 we plot the periodic potential model~top left
panel!, the inverse tracker~top right panel! and the SUGRA-
inspired dark energy model~bottom left panel!. The light
shaded regions are the 1s confidence levels. In each plot w
show the cosmological constant model for comparison~dark
shaded region!. We recognize that for the fit from Eq.~25!
we can distinguish thewf(z) evolution from a cosmologica
constant on the 1s level. We also performed the fits for th
N52 approximation and got still better results as for t
polynomial fit, despite the increased size of the error bars
the lower right panel we show the mean of the fit for t
PNGB model~solid line!. We recognize that thewf fit is not
appropriate for the oscillating PNGB model~dotted line!.
This behavior does not improve much if we apply a seco
order fit. The polynomial fit hardly can distinguish the reco
structed wf of the inverse tracker, the periodic and th
SUGRA potential from a cosmological constant, althou
their theoreticalwf is completely different fromwf521 as
evident from Fig. 5.

We will now examine the question of whether we c
reconstruct an evolvingwf with the SNe observations. Sinc
the x2 values for theN51 fit were sufficient and the erro
bars on this fit are relatively small we will concentrate on t
following in this linear fit. In order to be able to decide if
model is evolving we perform a change of variable to mo
convenient expansion. We can rewrite Eq.~24! as

wf~z!5(
i 50

N

wi~11z! i5(
i 50

N

w̃iz
i , ~29!
2-10
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FIG. 10. The equation of state
factor wf for the periodic model.
The theoretical valuewf(z) is
given by the thin dotted line. In
the top left panel we plot the mea
values for the fittedwf with the
dotted line for theN50 fit, the
solid line for the N51 and the
dashed line the forN52 fit. The
top right panel is theN50 fit with
the shaded region representing th
1s uncertainty levels. The lower
left panel is the same plot forN
51 and the lower right panel for
N52.
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w̃i5 (
k50

N S k
i Dwk . ~30!

For theN51 fit this leads tow̃05w01w1 andw̃15w1. The
errors in the new expansion coefficientsw̃i can, again, be
found by Gaussian error propagation

dw̃i
25(

kl
S k

i D S l
i Dskl . ~31!

We calculated these expansion coefficients and their 1s er-
rors for all the models. In Table II we present the expans
coefficients for the dark energy models we have discus
We note that we obtain evidence at the 1s level for evolution
for the SUGRA and periodic potential. The only mod
which is not reproduced correctly in the context of an evo
ing wf is the brane-inspired model. This is because equa
of state factor for the brane model changes only relativ
early (z.0.8), where the data does not have so mu
weight. Note although we get a consistent result for
PNGB model, the fit ofwf is relatively bad~Fig. 11, lower
right panel! and it has withx2'24.8 an unacceptable lum
nosity distance fit. We also note in Fig. 11 that the inve
tracker model is not only evolving, but also does not beh
10351
n
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like a cosmological constant, sincewf'20.4, which is con-
sistent with the result in Table II. In Fig. 12 we show th

joint probability contours in thew̃0–w̃1 plane, for the 68.3%
and 99% confidence levels. The confidence levels for
joint probability are calculated as the regions withx2

5xmin
2 1Dx2 with Dx252.3 and Dx259.21, respectively,

which is valid since the errors are symmetric. The shad
region is the 68.3%, respectively 99%, confidence region
21,wf5const,0. In this plot we see that only the
SUGRA ~thin solid ellipse! and periodic potential~thick
short-dashed ellipse! can be distinguished from a consta
wf at the 1s level ~left panel!. At the 99% level~right panel!
it is even harder to extract evolving models and only t
periodic potential can be distinguished fromwf5const.
However, if we are just interested in whether a model
evolving we have to concentrate on the parameterw̃1 and
marginalize overw̃0, which corresponds to the projection o
the confidence region withDx251 for the 1s error bars
@89,90#. But even if we consider the marginalized errors
w̃1 in Table II the only model for which we can find evidenc
for evolution with 99% confidence is the periodic potenti
Note that we have omitted the PNGB model in this disc
sion because the reproducedwf for this model is not valid.

Up to now we have used a fixed prior onVm to fit the
luminosity distance and reconstruct the equation of state
2-11
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FIG. 11. The fittedwf for dif-
ferent dark energy models. Th
solid lines and the dark shaded re
gions correspond to the mean an
1s error regions of the pure cos
mological constant model. The
dashed lines and the light shade
regions correspond to the period
potential ~top left panel!, the in-
verse tracker potential~top right
panel! and the SUGRA potentia
~lower left panel!. In the lower
right panel we show the theoreti
cal ~dotted line! and reconstructed
~solid line! wf of the PNGB
model.
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tor wf . We will now discuss how our results will change
we have no prior information onVm and use just the con
straint 0<Vm<1. In Table III we show the results of the fi
with N51 and no prior information onVm. Note that we
show the quantitieswi andnot w̃i . The reason for this is tha
if we includeVm as parameter to fit, the errors on the fitt
wi are not symmetric, and therefore not Gaussian. Theref
we cannot perform the error propagation using Eq.~31!. We
10351
e,

study two models which are theoretically not evolving,L
and the inverse tracker, and two models which have
evolving wf , the periodic and SUGRA potentials. First, w
note that the error bars on the fitted value ofVm are large,
and that the mean value, in the case of the periodic
inverse tracker potentials, is displaced from the theoret
value by over 25%. Although, due to the large error bars
mean value and the theoretical value always lie within
TABLE II. The evolution coefficients with error bars for the linear fitwf5w̃01w̃1z. ‘‘ 1 ’’ denotes evolution, ‘‘2 ’’ no evolution and
‘‘0’’ marginal evolution.

Theoretical Evolution

w̄0 dw̄0 w̄1 dw̄1
evolution reconstructed

L 21.00 0.035 20.011 0.16 2 2

trapped minimum 20.99 0.035 20.0057 0.16 2 2

Brane 20.97 0.034 0.028 0.16 1 2

two exponentials 20.95 0.034 20.016 0.16 2 2

periodic 20.30 0.027 20.60 0.11 1 1

pure exponential 20.84 0.033 20.14 0.15 0 0
PNGB 20.00 0.025 20.94 0.10 1 1

SUGRA 20.81 0.029 0.31 0.13 1 1

exponential tracker 21.00 0.035 20.011 0.16 2 2

inverse tracker 20.40 0.025 0.054 0.10 2 2
2-12
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FIG. 12. The joint confidence regions in thew̃0–w̃1 plane. In the left panel we show the 68.3% confidence regions and in the right
the 99% region. The shaded region is the uncertainty region for an arbitrary but constant equation of state factor with21,wf,0. The thin
short-dashed ellipse is for the trapped minimum models; the thin dotted–short-dashed ellipse is for the brane inspired potentia
short-dashed–long-dashed ellipse is for the potential which involves two exponentials; the thick short-dashed ellipse is for the
potential, the thick long-dashed ellipse is for the pure exponential, the thin solid ellipse is for the supergravity-inspired potential;
long-dashed ellipse is for the exponential tracker solution, and the thick dotted ellipse is for the inverse tracker.
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1s error bars. In the case of the periodic potential we c
recover evolution marginally, sincew̃1521.1020.83

10.69. How-
ever, at the 99% level we cannot gain any evidence for e
lution. For the SUGRA model we cannot reconstruct evo
tion since the obtained value forw̃1 is consistent with no
evolution (w̃150) already on the 1s level. We conclude,
therefore, that if we fit simultaneously forVm and w1 it is
poor and has large error bars.

In Table IV we show the results for the constantN50 fit.
First, we note that the error bars onw0 and Vm are much
smaller than for the linearN51 fit. However, we do not
expect that this will work for models which are evolving.
fact, we recognize that for the periodic potential we getVm
50 where this is only the ‘‘best fit’’ value because of th
constraint onVm. If we release the constraint for this fit,Vm
floats to negative and non-physical values. This is beca
the periodic potential has an evolvingwf and anN50 fit
cannot reproduce such an evolving model. The pureL, the
SUGRA and the inverse tracker model seem to give reas
able results, apart from the SUGRA model results in a
large value forVm, where the true value ofVm is outside the
1s errorbar. This is again due to the fact thatwf is evolving
for the SUGRA model. In Fig. 13 we show the joint pro
10351
n
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se

n-
o

ability contours in thew0–Vm plane. The solid line is the
pure cosmological constant and the dotted line is the SUG
model. We note that even for a marginally evolving mod
like the SUGRA model theN50 fit gives a reasonable re
sult. Note that we did not impose a constraint ofw0>21 for
the N50 fit. This constraint basically results in a cutoff o
the confidence regions in Fig. 13 below thew0521 line. To
conclude we remark that we either need a fixed prior onVm
to be able to tell whether the equation of state factorwf is
evolving, or we only consider the constant contribution
wf which would allow us to establish bothVm andwf ac-
curately. In Sec. VI we will now investigate how differen
satellite designs and priors onVm may change this behavior

VI. IMPACT OF EXPERIMENT DESIGN PARAMETERS
AND PRIORS ON THE MATTER CONTENT

We will now discuss the impact of the specific SNA
setup on the estimation onwf . In Fig. 14 we show the
dependence of the error matrixs i j on the experimental pa
rameters using theN51 fit for the periodic potential mode
with Vm50.3 fixed. The dotted line iss00, the dashed line
2s01 and the solid line iss11. In the top left panel we show
TABLE III. The expansion parameters from Eq.~24! for an N51 fit, whereVm is only constrained by 0<Vm<1. The underlying
theoretical models all haveVm50.3.

w0 dw0 w15w̃1 dw15dw̃1
Vm dVm

L 20.94 20.46
11.08 20.063 21.10

10.64 0.31 20.31
10.07

inverse tracker 20.44 20.15
11.53 20.01 20.99

10.99 0.38 20.38
10.23

periodic 0.75 20.65
10.86 21.10 20.83

10.69 0.41 20.21
10.08

SUGRA 21.10 20.20
11.31 0.21 21.42

10.29 0.34 20.34
10.13
2-13
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the dependence on the observed number of redshiftsNz

where we keep the magnitude error fixed atsmag

50.15 mag and the maximal observed redshift iszmax52.
We recognize that the variances scale as expected with 1Nz ,
or the errors with 1/ANz. In the top right panel we show tha
the dependence on the absolute magnitude errorsmag, where
the maximal redshift is fixed tozmax52 and the number o
observed SNe isNz52000. We note that the error matrix
increasing assmag increases as expected. The conserva
limit on the total dispersion issmag50.15 mag as stated in
Table I, which includes using the best currently known me
ods of standardizing and calibrating the luminosity of type
SNe with a residual dispersion of 0.12 mag and a meas
ment uncertainty of 0.09 mag after correcting for extincti
and using the color of the SNe. Optimistically view that wi
new methods and all the additional information which
available for the SNe with SNAP might reduce the resid
dispersion from the standardization and calibration to 0
mag, although we do not expect to the improvement in
measurement uncertainties to be more then 0.08 mag. Th
fore, the most optimistic choice results insmag50.09 mag.
We see in the top right panel of Fig. 14 that if we impro
the statistical error from smag50.15 mag to smag
50.09 mag the uncertainties on the fit parameterswi im-
prove by 70%. This means we are able to reconstruct ev
tion even for the marginally evolving pure exponential mod

TABLE IV. The fit results forVm andw0 using theN50 fit.

w0 dw0 Vm dVm

L 20.99 0.06 0.30 0.02
inverse tracker 20.45 0.11 0.37 0.12
periodic 20.28 0.01 0.00~!! 0.03
SUGRA 20.91 0.07 0.38 0.03

FIG. 13. The joint probabilities forVm andw0 for the N50 fit
for the L model ~solid line! and the SUGRA model~dotted line!.
The dark shaded region is the 68.3% confidence level and
brighter shaded region the 99% level.
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~thick long-dashed line, Fig. 5! at the 68.3% level withw̃1

520.14 anddw̃150.09.
In the lower left panel of Fig. 14 we plot the dependen

on the maximal observed redshift where we keep the num
of observed SNe redshifts fixed to 2000 andsmag
50.15 mag. It is evident from the plot that we can gain t
most accuracy if the observations are done up to a redshi
zmax'3. Beyond this redshift there is no further improv
ment. In the lower right panel we show a more realistic res
of increasing the maximal observed redshift on the statist
error. In this plot we assume that there is a fixed thresh
numberDn of photons which have to arrive in the detector
order to observe an SNe. We neglect the effects of colo
this analysis. The brightness or flux of a SNe isF
5L/4pdL

2 and the measured flux in the detector isF
}(Dn)/(DADt), whereDA is the effective area of the de
tector. From this relation we can work out the timeDt for
which we have to measure the flux from a SNe at a particu
redshift in order to observe it. We assume that for a fract
p of the total observation timeT we find SNe in a low red-
shift region 0,z,zl and a fraction (12p) in the high red-
shift regionzl,z,zmax. In order to calibrate the relation w
fix the low redshift region withzl51.2 and the number o
observed SNe in this region toNl51850 as in Table I. The
number of observed SNe in the high redshift region is th
approximately

Nh'Nl

12p

p

3
~11zl1zl

2/3!

~11zl !
21~11zl !~zmax2zl !1~zmax2zl !

2/3
.

~32!

In the lower right panel of Fig. 14 we assume that forp
equivalent to 90% of the total observation time we disco
SNe in the low redshift region 0,z,1.2. If we choose
zmax51.7 we observeNh565 SNe in the region 1.2,z
,1.7 in agreement with the values given in Table I. F
redshiftsz<1.2 a similar equation to Eq.~32! holds, where
in this case the entire observation time is spent in the
redshift region. If we observe out to a redshift ofzmax52.5
we can observeNh548 SNe. From Fig. 14 we recognize th
if we go from zmax51.7 to zmax52.5 we improve the statis
tical error by 10%. We see from Table II that such an im
provement of the statistical error onw̃1 is only marginal and
we cannot distinguish more models or establish evolution
more models when compared to the case when we can
measure out to redshifts ofzmax51.7.

We notice in Fig. 11, that the ‘‘reconstructed’’wf has a
region where the error bars are relatively small, which is
theN51 fit in Eq. ~25! aroundzf'0.2. We find the position
zf of the feature by minimizingdwf in Eq. ~28!, assuming a
symmetric error matrix and a linear fit

11zf52
s01

s11
, ~33!e
2-14
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FIG. 14. The dependence of the statistical errorss i j on the SNAP specifications for the linear,N51, fit. The dotted line iss005dw0
2, the

dashed line is2s015^dw0dw1& and the solid line iss115dw1
2. In the top left panel we show the dependence on the number of obse

redshiftsNz where the maximal redshift is fixed tozmax52 and the statistical error on the magnitude issmag50.15 mag. In the top right
panel we show the dependence onsmag, where the number of redshifts is fixed to beNz52000. In the lower left panel we plot the erro
matrix as a function of the maximal observed redshift, where we fix the number of observed SNe to 2000 andsmag50.15 mag. In the lower
right panel we show the evolution of the statistical error with the maximal observed redshift assuming that 90% of the observatio
the low redshift region 0,z,1.2.
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with s i j the covariance matrix from Eq.~27!. This feature
corresponds to the ‘‘sweet spot’’ in@91# and is also the red
shift around which@91# perform thew expansion in order to
obtain uncorrelated expansion coefficients. From this exp
sion we already expect that the position of the feature w
not vary if we change the number of data pointsN or the
statistical error on the magnitudesmag and this behavior was
established by numerical experiments. In Fig. 15 we plot
dependence of the position of the featurezf versus the maxi-
mally measured redshift for the periodic potential. We pl
ted the behavior up to the very high redshiftz520 and rec-
ognize that even for such high redshifts the feature is
below zf50.7. The transition from matter to vacuum dom
nation ~when the energy density of the dark energy fie
dominates over the one of matter! for the periodic model is
aroundz'0.75. So even if one could measure SNe at
unrealistic distance ofz520 we still do not have the smalles
error bars in the interestingz50.75 region. This behavior is
similar for all the dark energy models we studied.
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FIG. 15. The shift of the minimal error regionzf with the
change of the maximal observed redshiftzmax.
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FIG. 16. Improvement of the
statistical error onw0 andVm for
the fittedL model. The solid line
is s115dVm

2 , the dashed line is
2s015^dw0dVm& and the dotted
line is s005dw0

2. In the left panel
we show the improvement of the
uncertainty on the fit parameter
due to increasing the maximal ob
served redshift, where we assum
that for 90% of the observation
time we find low redshift SNe. In
the right panel we show the de
pendence of the statistical error o
the residual magnitude dispersion
we
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We examine now the behavior of the statistical error if
fit for the parametersw0 and Vm. In Fig. 16 we show the
behavior of the covariance matrixs i j with a varying zmax
andsmag. In this cases11 is the square of the error on th
best fitVm. In the left panel we show the evolution with th
maximal measured redshift where we construct the samp
rate in the high and low redshift bins with Eq.~32! andNl
51850,zl51.2. We recognize that we improve the statistic
uncertainty by 14% if we measure SNe out to redshifts
zmax52.5 instead ofzmax51.7. In the right panel we chang
the residual dispersionsmag with the rest of the parameter
fixed to the SNAP specification in Table I. The improveme
on the statistical error by going fromsmag50.15 mag to
smag50.09 mag is 64%. We will discuss the relevance
this improvement when we examine different priors on the
parametersw0 , w1 andVm. However we conclude that a
improvement of the measurement uncertainties is far m
relevant than the ability to observe SNe at larger redshif

We will now discuss how different priors on the fit pa
rameterVm influence the accuracy. We have discussed
the most extreme cases of priors on theN51 fit with either
Vm50.3 fixed orw150 fixed. In Fig. 17 we show the de
creasing error bars in thew̃02w1 plane with different Gauss
ian priors onVm. Note that we analyzed the full likelihoo
function and did not assume a Gaussian shape for the p
ability distribution. The current observations provide eith
just a crude measurement or upper limits onVm. From @59#
we obtainVm50.220.1

10.3 which is too crude to result in a sig
nificant improvement on ourw0-w1-Vm estimation. The
x-ray observation in@21# gives an upper limit ofVm<0.32
60.01 and the Sunyaev Zel’dovich results in@60# are Vm

<0.3420.03
10.05. Future Sunyaev Zel’dovich surveys@60,92# can

possibly determineVm up to an accuracy of 3% if one con
siders in conjunction with CMB measurements@93#. Future
x-ray surveys could determineVm to even higher accurac
independent of any other measurement@93#.

We observe in Fig. 17 that only very tight bounds
Vm6dVm with dVm<0.05 improve the statistical error ba
which are stated in Table III. If we improve the statistic
error on the magnitude tosmag50.09 and double the numbe
observed SNe we can even further improve the accur
~dotted line in Fig. 17!. In Table V we summarize our find
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ings for the accuracy of the SNAP measurement with diff
ent priors onVm. If we combine these findings with th
results in Table II we see that for the periodic potential t
current accuracy onVm is sufficient to establish evolution a
least on the 1s level; however, for the SUGRA model w
need at least the tight prior withdVm560.05.

A further restrictive prior for the linear fit is21<wf(z
50),0 which results in the constraint21,w01w1,0.
The constraint21<wf excludes non-minimally coupled
scalar-tensor theories@76,94,95#, which we have not in-
cluded in our discussion. If we analyze the results for
N51 fit with fixed Vm this prior does not improve the sta
tistical uncertainty. If we do not fixVm, the constraint21
,w01w1,0 for the linear fit, or21,w0,0 for the con-
stant fit also does not improve the statistical errors. From
we conclude that either we use a tight measurement ofVm

FIG. 17. Error contours of the SUGRA model with differe

priors onVm in the w̃0–w1 plane. The solid line contours are th
39.3% joint probability regions, which project to 1s errors on the
axis and shaded regions represent the68% or 1s joint probabilities.
The range of increasingly larger contours represents the result u
prior knowledge onVm with increasingly poorer uncertainty,sVm

5dVm . The unlabeled, black dotted curve corresponds to
projected-1s error contour obtained for more optimistic datas
specifications and with a prior of 0.25<Vm<0.35.
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FUTURE SUPERNOVAE OBSERVATIONS AS A PROBE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 65 103512
from an independent observation or we cannot establish
lution of wf for most of the dark energy models. A furthe
prior we have used throughout this paper is the assump
that the universe is flat. For a non-flat universe the lumin
ity distance is given by

dL~z!5
c~11z!

AuVkuH0

SSAuVku E
0

z

@Vk~11z8!21Vm~11z8!3

1Vf~11z8!3(w011)e3w1z8#21/2 dz8D , ~34!

with Vk512Vf2Vm and S(x)5sin(x) for Vk,0 and
S(x)5sinh(x) for Vk.0. In Fig. 18 we show the magnitud
difference to the fiducialL model for models with non-
vanishing curvatureVk , where we fixed the ratioVm /Vf .
The solid line is forVk520.2 and the dotted line forVk
50.2. SNAP could clearly distinguish these models on
1s level. However, the current uncertainties on the curvat

TABLE V. Statistical measurement uncertainties onw0 andw1,
given supernova magnitude measurement uncertainty,smag, and a
range of uncertainties,dVm

, in the independent prior knowledge o
Vm . ~As in Fig. 17 , the Supergravity model is used here as
example, but the other models give comparable results.!

Prior dVm
Measurementsmag dw0

dw1

No Vm prior; w150 0.15 0.06
0.15 0.15 0.15 0.6
0.05 0.15 0.06 0.2
’’ 0.09 0.05 0.12
0.04 0.15 0.05 0.16
0 ~fixed Vm) 0.15 0.03 0.12

FIG. 18. The difference in magnitudes between non-flat mod
and the fiducialL cosmology, where the ratio betweenVm andVf

is fixed. The solid line is forVk520.2, the dotted line forVk

50.2, the short-dashed line forVk520.05 and the long-dashe
line for Vk50.05. The data points correspond to the binned SN
data as in Fig. 2.
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from CMB and large scale structure observations areDVk
560.05 on the 2s level @15,58#. The long- and short-
dashed lines in Fig. 18 correspond toVk560.05 and we see
that with the SNAP data we cannot improve the current c
straints. The inclusion of a curvature term in the analy
presented in this paper in principle increases the uncerta
of the estimated parameters; however, in the light that fut
CMB observations such as the Microwave Anisopropy Pro
~MAP! and Planck will provide even tighter constraints o
the curvature~for PlanckDVk560.007 @96#!, we assume,
as mentioned before, a fixed prior ofVk50.

We turn now to the question how systematic errors infl
ence our ability to distinguish dark energy models and rec
struct the equation of state factorwf . The systematic error
in the luminosity distance is related to that in the magnitu
ssys by

6ddL
sys5~106ssys/521!dL . ~35!

Since we marginalize over the magnitude zero pointM in
Eq. ~4!, we expect the systematic error for the magnitude
be zero for low redshifts. We assume a linear drift of t
systematic error by

ssys5
ŝsys

1.5
z, ~36!

whereŝsys is the systematic error at a redshift ofz51.5. In
Fig. 19 we show the influences of the systematic uncertai
where we plot the 68.3% joint probability regions on th
estimated parameters with the standard SNAP specificat
from Table I. The light shaded regions correspond to a s
tematic error ofŝsys560.02 mag, the transparent regions
ŝsys560.05 mag and the dark shaded region is the re
for no systematic error. In the left panel we show the res
for the N51 fit with a fixed Vm. We note that the linear
drifting systematic error leads to a shift in thew̃1 direction,
but the marginalized error onw̃0 changes only slightly. The
shift for the periodic potential model~dashed lines! is much
smaller than for theL model~solid lines!. But if we take into
account the relative sizes of the statistical error depicted
the error ellipses, we find that the shift due the system
error is roughly in agreement with these errors. In both ca
the systematic error withŝsys560.05 mag is only in mar-
ginal agreement with the reconstructed values ofw̃1 with no
systematic error. The value ofw̃1 for the L model isw̃15

20.011 and the one for the periodic potential isw̃05
20.60 if we do not include the systematic error. The 68.3
joint probability regions forŝsys560.05 mag only margin-
ally overlap with these values in both cases. However,
99% confidence regions are all in agreement, even in
shifted case with the theoretical mean values. We can rec
struct evolution of the periodic potential model even f
ŝsys520.05 mag which results inw̃1520.47 and dw̃1

50.11, which is still in agreement withw̃1Þ0 at the 3s
level. We also expect that we can distinguish the same m
els without inclusion of a systematic error since the m

e
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P
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FIG. 19. The effects of the linear drifting systematic error on the fitted parameters. The dark shaded region corresponds to 68

probability region of the models without systematic error, the light shaded regions toŝsys560.02 mag and the transparent regions

ŝsys560.05 mag. The ellipses with a solid margin are the results for theL model. In the left panel we show the results for theN51 fit with
Vm fixed. The dashed margins are from the periodic potential model. In the right panel the results for theVm-w0 fit are shown, where the
dotted lines correspond to the SUGRA model.
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difference of the models is along thew̃0 axis as evident from
Fig. 12. In the right panel we show the results for theVm-w0
fit, where the dotted ellipses correspond to the results fr
the SUGRA model. As before the estimate value ofw0 is not
as strongly affected by the systematic error as the fitted v
of Vm. Again the 68.3% confidence levels forŝsys5
60.05 mag ~transparent regions! are only marginally in
agreement with the fittedVm for no systematic error~dark
shaded region!. We conclude that the influence of the sy
tematics is of significant importance for the estimatedVm or
w̃1 only at the 1s level, but is almost negligible for the
estimation of the constant contributionw̃0 to the equation of
state factorwf . In order to answer the question as
whether we can reconstruct evolutionandVm of the periodic
model with the SNAP experiment we have to take into
count systematic errors. First, we realize that for the stand
SNAP configuration from Table I with a systematic error
ŝsys50.02 and a statistical uncertainty we get for the bes
parameter,w050.7520.65

10.8660.04, w1521.0720.83
10.6960.04 and

Vm50.4120.21
10.08

20.03
10.02, where the second error is due to th

systematics. We recognize that we can only reconstruct e
lution, which is the inconsistency ofw1 with a zero mean, a
the 1s level and that the statistical error onVm is nearly of
the order of the mean (50%). The limited amount of line
evolution we can reconstruct at the 3s level with this experi-
mental setup isw1'62.4 and none of the models we stu
ied has such a large linear evolution. If we are able to
crease the precision of the SNAP satellite to the limit
smag50.09 the best fit parameters for the periodic model
w050.7520.42

10.4960.04, w1521.0720.48
10.4360.04 and Vm

50.4120.09
10.05

20.03
10.02. We note that for this setup we can reco

struct evolution at the 2s level, but also that the error bar
on Vm are significantly smaller for this setup as for the co
servative SNAP specifications from Table I. In order to e
tablish evolution on the 3s level, we need a linear term o
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the orderw1'61.5 which none of the studied dark energ
models fulfill. In order to improve the SNAP proposal eve
further we assume that we are able to measure twice as m
SNe in each redshift interval as for the proposed SN
specifications from Table I. For this setup we obtain the f
lowing parameters:w050.7520.30

10.3560.04, w1521.0720.31
10.31

60.04 andVm50.4120.06
10.04

20.03
10.02. We notice that with theVm

measurement we almost reach the systematic error limit
we obtain relatively tight bounds on the matter contents. F
thermore, we have reconstructed evolution for the perio
potential at the 3s level and the limit on evolution we can
measure with this setup isw1'61. So we can conclude tha
if it is possible to build SNAP withsmag50.09 and measure
aroundNz53830 SNe out to a redshiftzmax51.7 it is pos-
sible to establish evolution of the equation of state factorwf
on the 3s level, if the slope of the linear evolution isuw1u
>1.

VII. ALTERNATIVES TO THE SNAP MISSION

We examine now the question of whether there could
an alternative to SNAP. Therefore, we assume that we
improve the low redshift results from SCP and meas
aboutNl5160 SNe in the redshift rangez50.120.55, with
a statistical uncertainty ofsmag50.20 mag and a systemati
error of ŝsys50.05 mag, where the reference redshift for t
systematic error isz50.5. For the high redshift region w
assume that we can observeNh5100 SNe in a redshift
rangez5222.5 with the Next Generation Space Telesco
~NGST! and the same statistical and systematic error a
the low redshift region. In Fig. 20 we show the results
these specifications for theL model, the periodic potentia
~dashed line! and the SUGRA inspired model~dotted line!.
In the left panel we plot the 99% joint probability regions f
the linear fit with a fixed prior onVm. With NGST specifi-
cations we cannot establish evolution even for the stron
2-18
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FIG. 20. The 99% joint prob-
ability contours for N51 ~left
panel! andVm-w0 fit ~right panel!,
for the SNAP~light shaded! and
low redshift1NGST ~dark
shaded! specifications. In the left
panel we plot theL model ~solid
lines! and the periodic potentia
model ~dashed lines!. In the right
panel there is the SUGRA mode
~dotted lines! and theL model.
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evolving periodic potential model. If we study the consta
fit with no constraints onVm ~right panel! we cannot im-
prove current bounds onVm as given in@59#. We have not
included the systematic error of this measurement in
analysis, which makes the results even more spread out
together it seems clear that a refined low redshift meas
ment together with the NGST cannot provide the same in
mation concerning dark energy models as SNAP, altho
NGST can complement SNAP in the high redshift regio
This leaves the question open if there are surveys wh
exploit different physics to gain information about the da
energy content of the universe. One possibility is future g
axy cluster surveys@93# either with a Sunyaev-Zel’dovichs
or an x-ray survey. The analysis for these surveys in
context of dark energy has only been performed for cons
wf models. The 3s errors for the joint probabilities in the
Vm-w0 plane for an x-ray survey have roughly the same s
as for the SNAP specification in Fig. 13. It is interesting th
these methods seem to be complementary to the SNAP
servations in the sense that the error contours are nearly
pendicular to each other@97#. One of the main drawbacks o
this method is the unknown evolution of cluster luminosi
temperature relation. How an evolvingwf could influence
the estimation of parameters with galaxy cluster abunda
is not clear and should be included in a future analysis
different method was proposed in@97# which exploits galaxy
counts with the planned Deep Extragalactic Evolution
Probe ~DEEP! survey @98#. This survey gives roughly the
same error contours as the ones we present in Fig. 13. A
the analysis of this survey has not included an evolvingwf
model. Further possibilities to constrain dark energy could
the Alcock-Paczynski test@99,100#, the evolution of density
perturbations@44#, gravitational waves@101#, lensing sur-
veys or observations of the Lyman-a forest @102#.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated the prospects of future supern
experiments to pin down the nature of the dark energy.
have emphasized the importance of choosing a good pa
etrization scheme for the different dark energy models, c
cluding that parametrizing the equation of state of the d
energy is the most powerful known method because
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magnitude-redshift functionsm(z) that result give the bes
fits to most of the dark energy models actually propos
There are two caveats worth noting here. Firstly, there mi
be an even better parametrization scheme out there tha
yet to be discovered~that provides even better fits!. Sec-
ondly, this scheme is unlikely to provide good fits to a
possible models~the periodic model is an example!. The
ultimate test for a given model is to simply generatem(z) for
that model and compare it with the data.

We then use the proposed SNAP satellite as a case s
for what might be possible with improved datasets. In th
recent publications by Maoret al. @86#, Astier @87# and our
own @88# the prospects of the SNAP mission have be
briefly discussed. Maoret al. @86# argue that SNAP canno
distinguish different dark energy models and that it is nea
impossible to reconstruct evolution of the equation of state
the dark energy component. Our results and Astier’s@87#
results agree with their findings, but as seen in Figs. 13
19, we show that if we constrain the analysis to a const
wf then it is well within the scope of SNAP to distinguis
dark energy models, even if we do not impose any priors
Vm. If it is possible to exploit the full precision of the SNA
instrument (smag50.09 mag) and to constrainVm to 0.05,
then it is even possible to reconstruct evolution at thes
level as long as the linear evolution today is above theuw1u
.0.6 threshold. These results are confirmed by@87#. As a
conclusion we can say that SNAP certainly has the ability
distinguish dark energy models from a cosmological cons
and possibly can put some constraints on the evolution of
equation of state of the scalar field component. Whethe
not alternative surveys, like an x-ray or the SZ survey@93#,
or the DEEP survey@97# can achieve the same accuracy
currently under investigation.
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